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ECLBET casino that has been open online since 2017. They want to profile themselves as a more fun casino and are therefore packed with bonuses and tournaments. In the selection we find slot machines and table games from several of the biggest game developers on the market. ECLBET casino also has a live casino with classic games such as roulette, blackjack and baccarat. For those who are looking for a pure casino with a lot of energy, this is an obvious choice, and as a regular player there are always various bonuses to take advantage of.

Unlike many other online casinos, ECLBET casino has opted for a high-energy theme that goes all out in light blue and magenta. On the homepage, small round figures jump around with the casino’s logo on them, signalling that they are targeting a more youthful audience who play because it’s fun. On the home page, the game logos hang stylishly against a blue background, giving the impression that they are floating in the air. This means that although the colors are strong, the page retains a stylish look and is easy to navigate around. As it only offers slots, table games and live casino, the site is also not difficult to click around and you get an easy overview of the offerings. Once you’ve registered as a member, you can easily create your own quick menus with your favorite games right in the lobby. You can also add an upbeat playlist from Spotify which you can access directly through ECLBET casino. Similar tournamet can be found at Roobet Casino – every day at least one person will win at least €40,000 and every month at least one person will win at least €400,000. If you want a chance at this promised prize, just sign up and start playing for real money right away.

ECLBET casino welcome bonuses

100 bonus spins on Fire Joker. New members only. Valid on first deposit (minimum €50) 100 bonus spins (40 cents/spin) on Fire Joker only, valid for 24 hours. Bonus Spins wins with 40x wagering requirement to complete within 50 days.

promotions

While we’re not impressed by the high wagering requirements at ECLBET casino, we still like their various promotions and loyalty programs. They give their players regular chances to win seasonal bonuses such as extra cash prizes, free spins and jackpots, to the opportunity to win weekend getaways or other nice gadgets. When you join the loyalty program, you earn points on everything you play for which can then be converted into bonus money. Note that even these bonus funds need to be wagered in order for you to withdraw them as prizes. You will receive all the information in the newsletter that is sent out when something new happens at ECLBET casino.

ECLBET casino game selection

ECLBET casino is a pure online casino and offers only regular casino games. That is, it has chosen to bet on a wide range of slot machines and table games from many of the leading game manufacturers today. You’ll find great games from NetEnt, Betsoft, Microgaming and PlayNGo which in total offer almost 900 different games to choose from here. You can also play them on your mobile without downloading any software. If you want to play live casino, there are two different rooms to choose from, with four and two games in each. If you’re looking for a diverse and innovative gaming experience in the world of slot games, this is certainly a recommended casino with much more to choose from than the average online casino. If you’re not interested in betting, poker or bingo though, you won’t miss a thing at ECLBET casino.

customer service

There is a very good and consistent customer service that is easy to find and navigate. There is a section with the most frequently asked questions answered and you will also find phone numbers, email addresses, a live chat button and opening hours detailed for each service. Between 9am and 2am you can contact them by any means and expect a prompt response. The customer service is available in English.

payment options

You will find the most common payment methods at ECLBET casino, and they do not charge any fees for either deposits or withdrawals. However, both VISA and Mastercard charge a fee of 1.25%, or a maximum of €40, but this is standard for all casino transfers with these cards. If you want to avoid paying this extra money, you can use an e-wallet such as Skrill, Neteller or Paysafecard, but ECLBET casino does not accept bank transfers.
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